
Wiki + data = Wikidata
And why you should care



● A central editable repository of structured and 
linked data, on a wiki, under a free license (CC0)
○ Pure free software; pure free data
○ Open and editable by anyone, including the 

ontology
● A sister project of Wikipedia, by Wikimedia
● Increasingly, where the cool kids play!

What is Wikidata?



● Structured data: every piece of information is 
described as a triple -- subject, predicate, object, 
or as Wikidata says: item, property, value.
○ Each such triple can itself be further described/qualified with 

a series of triples (e.g. time range, context, aspect, 
provenance)

● Data statements link to each other, enabling 
discovery and reasoning.

Structured and linked data?



Sounds complicated!



Item: Earth (Q2)



Item: Earth (Q2)



Still sounds 
pretty complicated.

Why should I care?



Wikidata has
a lot of different uses!



1. Describe data with flexible level of detail or 
abstraction

2. Centralize data and avoid duplication of effort
3. Avoid multiple copies falling out of sync
4. Connect disparate IDs and align datasets
5. Serve as discovery platform for data elsewhere
6. Massively multilingual aligned vocabularies
7. Lateral querying across arbitrary vectors

(Just) A handful of Wikidata uses



Hmm... got examples?



Sir Edmund Hillary
...by any other ID...



Sir Edmund Hillary
...by any other ID...



Sir Edmund Hillary
...by any other ID...

And about 40 other IDs!



Famous kiwis
by # of languages in which they are covered on Wikipedia

Wikidata Query = ♥



New species by year

Wikidata Query = ♥



Hospitals in the world
SELECT * WHERE { ?item wdt:P31*/wdt:P279* wd:Q16917; wdt:P625 ?geo . }

Mind
the 
gap!

Wikidata Query = ♥



Amazing things 
built on top of Wikidata



WikiGenomes.org}



Crotos art 
browser



Scholia
Explore and 

compare 
scholars, 
journals, 

institutions



I'm just getting started!



...but this is a lightning 
talk...



So catch me later or drop 
me a line, for more!

(lexicographical data! Describing 
media files with structured data!)



Thank you for listening
(share this!)

asaf@wikimedia.org
@abartov


